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PURCHASE CONTRACT

VSB — Technical University of Ostrava, Faculty of Materials Science and Technology

registered seat: 17. listopadu 2172/15, 708 00 Ostrava - Poruba

represenmd by: prof. Ing. Jana Dobrovská, CSc., Dean of the Faculty of Materials

Science and Technology

authorized as a contact person for the seller:

Business Identification Number: 61989100

Tax Identification Number: C261989100

(hereinafter referred to as the “buyeť')

and

PowderPro Gilteborg AB

with its registered seat/business location: Barken Storegrunds gata1, 41760 Goteborg, Sweden

registered ln lite Companies Register: Swech Companies Registration Office

represented bv: _

authorized as a contact person for the buyer

Data box (ij Ere ils one!:

 

Business ldentifimtion Number: 556633-9460

Tax Identification Number: SE556633946001

Bank particulars:

(hereinafter referred to as the “seller")

(hereinafter also jointly refined to as the “conu-acting parties”)

concluded the following purd1ase contract (hereinafter referred to as the “contract" in compliance

with the provision of Section 2079 and of the following sections of Act No. 89/2012 COIL, Civil Code,

as amended (hereinafter referred to as the “Civil Code"):

I.

Inhoductory provisions

1. The subject of the public contract is co-financed from the Operation Programme for Research,

Development and Education (hereinafter referred to “OP RDE”) within the scope of the

“Infrastructure support of the stramglc FMME VSB-TUO doctoral study programmes “, project reg.

No. CZ.02.1.01/0.0/0.0/16_017/0002668. The subsidy is provided through the Ministry of

Education, Youth and Sports (hereinafter referred to as the "0P RDE Managing Authority"). To U1|s

end, the purchaser awarded a public contract called "Freeze Granulation Device (Freeze

Granulation)" (hereinafter referred to as "Public procurement"). Based on this tender selection

procedure, the Sellers best bid was seleaed as the most suitable bid for the Public Procurement.



By this Contract, the Seller guarantees to the Buyer the fulfilment of the Public Contract assignment

and all the resulting conditions and obligations assumed by the Seller in the tender of the Public

Contract proceedings according to the tender conditons and the Seller's offer. This guarantee is

superior to the other terms and conditions set forth in this contract. To avoid any doubts, this

means that:

- in the event of any uncertainty as to the interpretation of the provisions of this Contract,

these provisions shall be interpreted in such a way as to take the utmost account of the

purpose of the Public Procurement, as expressed in the terms of reference of the Public

Procurement,

- in the case of missing provisions of this Contract, suffideniiy specific provisions of the

Public Tender Terms and Conditions will be used.

The Seller shall be bound by its offer submitted to the Buyer in the tender for the award of the

Public Contract, which shall be used in a subsidiary manner for the adjustment of mutual relations

arising from this Contract.

II.

Subject of the contract

By signing this contract, the seller undertakes to deliver to the buyer the given goods and to allow

the seller to obtain the ownership right to the goods. The buyer undertakes to accept the goods

and to pay the seller the agreed purchase price.

The Seller undertakes to deliver the following goods to the Buyer on the basis of this contract —

Freeze granulation device for Granulafion of Multi-Component Powder Materials (e.g.

Production of Diamond Tools where Powder Mix Contains Metal Binder, Synthetic Diamonds or

Graphite) and Others freeze-drying substances and freezedrying equipment (iyophiiizer) —

(hereinafter referred to as "goods") in the scom, quality and exact tedinicai specification, which is

given in Appendix No.1 to this Contract - Technical Specification.

The subject of the goods delivery includes transportation to the place of performance, unloading

and packaging disposal as well as execution of all other activities conditional on the connection and

putting into operation of the goods and demonstration of lis proper functioning (installation) and:

a) training of the operator of the device for at least 8 hours.

b) delivery of user documentation and manuals in an electronic form on a physical data carrier In

the Czech or English language,

c) performing other sen/ices related to installation and the setup of the goods.

A part of the implementation is also formed by the provision of a warranty service with regard to

the delivered goods during the given warranty period.

The Seller further undertakes to supply the Buyer with the complete documentation relating to the

goods that are necessary for the handling of the goods and for their operation, or required by

applicable generally binding legal regulaflons and the Czech and European standards ČSN and EN,

technical documentation, instructions for maintenance , service books, warranty cards, etc.

The delivered goods will be new and not refurbished. Demo versions are not acceptable either.

III.

Delivery deadline and location

The seller is obiiged to deliver the goods to the buyer including all related documentation and

Implementation of all activities stated in Article II of this contract (with the exception of the

warranty service) within so calendar days the Iatst from the moment this contract comes into

effect. The Seller undertakes to announce the delivery date of the goods at least 3 working days

before the date of delivery to the Buyer, otherwise the Buyer is not obliged to accept the goods

within the specified deadline. In such a case, it is not a breach of the Buyer's obligation to take

over the goods or to provide assistance.
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The Place of performance, i.e. the place of the handover of the goods to the representatives of the

customer Is the VSB - Technical University of Ostrava, CAIT (Centre for Advanced Innovation

Technology) building, (room No. RF211), 17. listopadu 2172/15, 708 00 Ostrava - Poruba

(hereinafter “Place of performance").

For the purposes of this contract the delivery of goods means the moment of acceptance of the

goods by the Buyer, i.e. the moment of signing the Handover Protocol by authorized

representatives of both contracting parties.

The Buyer is entitled not to accept the goods if the Seller fails to deliver the goods properly and In

time, especially ifthe Seller fails to deliver the goods in the agreed quality or the goods have other

defects, are damaged or broken, the seller does not deliver the necessary documentation for the

goods or does not provide the goods or does not perform activities conditional on the goods being

put into operation and functioning properly.

The Parties have explicitly agreed to exclude the provisions of Section 2093 of the Civil Code, and

therefore, if the Seller delivers to the Buyer a greater quantity of goods than agreed In this contract,

the Purchase Contract Is not concluded for surplus quantity, even if the Buyer does not reject the

surplus goods within undue delay.

The title to the goods and the risk of damage to the goods shall pass to the Buyer at the moment

of acceptance of the goocb by the Buyer.

The seller hereby declares that the goods will comply with all technical, legal, safety and other

standards and with all mdtnital, safety, legal and other generally binding legal regulations.

Moreover, the seller declares that the goods are free of any factual or legal faults and that they

will comply with all the qualitative and quantitative requirements of the buyer stated In this

contract, resp. that the goods will fully oblige with the purpose, for which the buyer is purchasing

them, with the stipulation that the seller also declares that he is aware of this purpose. The seller

is not entitled to additionally determine the properiia of the goods and the buyer will not be bound

by the determination of the properties of the goods made by the seller; the provisions of Section

2089 of the Civil Code does not apply for the purposes of this contract.

IV!

Purchase price and payment terms

The contracting partia agree on the amount of the total purchase price in the following manner:

total price excluding VAT 1 255 500,- CZK,

VAT (rate 21%) (not applicable) CZK,

total price indudlng VAT (not appl'ble) (ZK.

The total purchase price mentioned in paragraph 1 of this article includes all costs of the Seller

associated with the complete delivery of goods and activities reiated to the delivery of goods under

Article II. this contract, Including risks, profits, transportation, transport insurance, delivery of

goods in appropriate transport and handling, etc.

Value added tax will be accounted for in accordance with the provisions of Act No. 235/2004 Coll.,

On Value Added Tax, as amended, hereinafter the “VAT Act".

Pursuant to Section 109 of the Act on VAT, the buyer has the right to pay the VAT amount directly

to the account of the corresponding financial office, provided the seller becomes an unreliable

payer as of the date of taxable supply. In this case the buyer is not obliged to pay the amount that

corresponds to the VAT to the seller. The buyer is only obliged to pay the seller the amount that

corresponds to the purchase price, excluding VAT.

The purchase price is determined as fixed, maximal and the highest admissible. A change in the

purchase price is possible only if VAT rates are changed after the conclusion of this contract. The

Buyer will not provide the Seller with any advance on the purchase price. Any extension of the

subject of performance against the originally agreed scope must be agreed ln advance by the

contracting parties, including an agreement to change the purchase price.

The seller’s enticement to the payment of the total purchase price becomes effective at the moment
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10.

11.

12.

of the goods being accepted by the buyer, indudlng submission of fire appropriate documents,

operators training and other activities stated in Arficle H of firls contract (with fire exception of

obligations stated In Arfide II paragraph 4 of this contract), and upon confirmation In the transfer

protocol.

The purchase price will be paid by a bank transfer pursuant to the corresponding tax document -

Invoice, Issued by the seller without any unnecessary delay upon fulfilling the conditions pursuant

to the previous paragraph of this arficle of this contract, and delivered to the buyer. The Invoice

issued by fire Seller shall contain all fire essentials of the tax and accounting document pursuant

to Act No. 563/1991 Coll., On Accounting, as amended, and the VAT Act; the Invoice must also

contain the name of the project, the registration number of fire project and the Identification of the

contract. Should fire invoice not comply with all of fire above stated essentials or should the

purdrase price be charged incorrecfiy, the buyer will return the Invoice for correcfion and without

being paid within 30 days from the day of IE delivery. In this case fire payment period of the

Invoice in question should start running as of the day the corrected invoice or a newly prepared

Invoice Is delivered to the seller. The Seller shall deliver fire invoice to the Buyer by registered mail

to fire Buyer's addrms or electronically to fire e-mail address of the Buyer's authorized persons

pursuant to Art. V paragraph 1 point a) of this contract.

The purchase price should be payable within 30 ulendar days from the moment fire invoice is

delivered to fire buyer. "lire contracting parfies agree that fire obligafion to pay fire purchase price

should be fulfilled as of fire day fire corresponding amount is sent from fire account of fire buyer

for fire benefit of fire account of fire seller stated in this contract.

All payments under firis Contract will be paid by fire buyer to the account of fire seller specified in

the header of this contract.

The account of fire seller stated in the heading of this contract is fire account published by fire tax

administrator In a manner that allows for a remote access in compliance with Section 96 of fire Act

on VAT. The Seller Is obliged tn state in the invoice only the account that Is published by fire tax

administrator in accordance with the VAT Act. Should there be any drange In relation to fire

published account identification during fire contract durafion, fire seller undertakes to inform fire

buyer about sudr a change In wrifing and without any unnecessary delay. Given firat pursuant to

the provision in Section 109 par. 2 point c) of the VAT Act, fire redplent of fire taxable supply is

liable for the unpaid tax on this performance if fire payment for this performance is provided in

whole or in part by a non-cash transfer to a different account firan the account of fire taxable

supply provider, which Is published by fire tax administrator in a manner allowing remote acme,

fire buyer will pay fire purchase price only to an account which is published under Section 96 of

fire VAT Act. Should It come to tight at anytime that fire account of the seller, which the seller

specifies as the account for the payment of fire purchase price, is not fire published account, the

buyer is not obliged to make fire payment of fire purchase price to sudr an account; such a sltuafion

should not represent a delay In fire payment of fire purchase price by fire buyer.

The provisions of paragraphs 4 and 10 of firis article of fire contract apply only If It Is relevant to

fire seller.

Pursuant to the stipulations of Section 1765 of fire Civil Code, fire seller should assume responsibility

for changes of the given circumstances, parficularly in relation to a higher cost of fire goods delivery

pursuant to firis contract.

V.

Authorised persons

The Parfies have agreed on these authorized persons designated for fire contact of fire Seller wifir

fire Buyer In connecfion with fire performance of this Contract as well as for the delivery of all

documents (hereinafter referred to as "authorized persons“):

a) the aufirorlzed persons for the buyer:

[[1 minimal and technical matters;
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The authorized persons shall reprsent the Contracting Parties in commercial and ted-inlcal matters

related to the performance of this contract and shall not be empowered to act in matters resulting

In the amendment of this contract or its subject matter.

The Contracting Parties shall be entitied to change the audtcrized persons by written notification

to the other Oontracting Party sent by registered post.

VI.

Quality warranty

Pursuant to the stipulations of Section 2113 of the Civil Code, the seller provides the buyer with a

guarantee for the quality of the goods delivered pursuant to this contract for a period of 24

months from the moment of signature of the handover protocol pursuant to Article III paragraph

3 of this contract. The seller declares that the goods will be capable of being used for the agreed

purpose and their agreed characteristics will be preserved during the entire wananty period. "this

siipuiation particularly applies to the characteristics pursuant to this contract and its appendix; the

seller is responsible to the buyer for the fact that the goods have no legal faults.

The seller undertakes to provide the buyer with a free senrice of the delivered goods, including

deliveries of the nemssary spare parts, during the warranty period. The warranty does not apply

to regular wear and tear of the goods and to malfunctions caused by force majeure.

The buyer an exercise warranty claims by phone or in an dectronic form by the means of an email

message at the following phone number +46 73 9443274 or email address

martin.sjostedt©powderpro.se. The buyer has the right to notify the seller about any goods defects

anytime after the buyer discovers the given defect, however, by the end of the wananty period, at

the latest. The buyer is obliged to define the defect and its manifestation. Tne Seller undertakes to

arrive at the latest within 3 working days of filing the complaint to the place of performance

and commence removal of the defect. If it is possible to remove defects on the spot, the seller

shall do so.

The Seller is obliged to remove defects of the goods within the warranty period on the basis of a

complaint delivered within 20 working days of the claim being filed, unless the parties agree in

writing on another time limit for the removal of the defect.

If the seiierfaiis to remedy the defect within the period specified In the previous paragraph because

the defect is irremovabie, the buyer Is entided to:

a) to request delivery of new goods without defects within 30 calendar days from the expiry

of the period for removal of the defect according to paragraph 4 of this article of the

contract,

b) requst a reasonable discount on the purchase price;

c) withdraw from this contract without a time limit in relation to the moment at which it ls

clear that the defect cannot be removed, or

d) to ensure the removal of defects of goods by a third party; In this case the Seiler undertakes

to pay to the Buyer all costs associated with the removal of defects of the goods by a third

party within 15 days from the date of their setiiement by the Buyer. The Seller‘s obligation

to pay the contractual penalty to the Buyer is not affected thereby. By removing a defect

through a third party, the Seller‘s liability for damages caused in connection with a defect

in the goods does not expire.

Should the goods be returned upon withdrawing from the contract or upon a delivery of new goods

without defects, the buyer should not be obliged to reme to the seller the benefit (wear and tear)

that the buyer has gained from the goods.
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In the event that the Buyer Claims a discount on the purchase price in accordance with the

preceding paragraph, the Seller is obliged to retum to the Buyer the amount corresponding to the

purchase price discount within 15 days from the date when the Buyer dalmed the discount. In the

event that the purchase price has not yet been fully paid by the Buyer, the Buyer is not obliged to

pay the Seller part of the purchase price consponding to the required discount on the purchase

price.

Travel menses, material cost and other expenses that the seller incurs In relation to conducting

warranty repairs should be fully paid by the seller.

Warranty service will be performed either at the Buyer's registered office or the Seller shall ensure

collecting of the goods for warranty repair by a collection service from the Client's registered office.

The Seller under-taka to provide the Buyer with post-warranty service and to any out any

preventive Inspedjons and to ensure the delivery of spare parts according to the Seller‘s list prices

for the period of the lifetime of the device but for not less than 5 years from the expiry of the

warranty period of the goods according to paragraph 1 of the Article of this contract, should the

buyer request it.

VII.

Sanction stipulations

Should the seller not comply with the specified deadline for the goods delivery pursuant to Artide

III paragraph 1 of this contract, the seller shall be obliged to pay the buyer a contractual penalty

in the amount of 0.1% of the total purchase price, including VAT, for each started day of the delay.

Should the seller not comply with the spedfied deadline for starting to correct defects of the goods

pursuant to Artlde VI, paragraph 3 of this contract, or to remove the defects of the goods pursuant

to Artlde VI, paragraph 4 of this contract the seller should be obliged to pay the buyer a contractual

penalty In the amount of 500.00 (ZK for each defect and eadt started day of the delay.

If the Seller does not comply with the deadline set for the delivery of new goods pursuant to Article

VI. paragraph 5 point a) of this contract, the deadline for payment of costs for the removal of the

defect pursuant to Article VI. paragraph 5 point d) of this contract, or the period for payment of

the amount corresponding to the discount on the purchase price pursuant to Article VI. paragraph

6 of this contract, the seller shall be obliged to pay the buyer a mntractual penalty in the amount

of 500.00 CZK for each identified case and and each started day of the delay.

In the event of the Buyer's delay ln payment of the purchase price, the Buyer undertakes to pay

the Seller a statutory interest for late payment of the unpald part of the purchase price including

VAT.

arrangements on contractual penalties do not affect the right of the injured party to claim damages

that can be recovered separately in full in addition to die contractual penalty.

The maturity of billed contractual penalties is 30 days from the date of delivery of the written billing

to the relevant contracting party. The clay of payment of the oontractual'penalty shall be deemed

the date of deblting the relevant amount of the contractual penalty from the account of the

obligated party in favour of the account of the entitled party.

"the Buyer is entifled to set off the contractual penalty against the Seller's claim for payment of the

purchase price.

VIII.

Termination of the contract

The contracting parties are entitled to withdraw from this contract for reasons stipulated by the

Civil Code or this contract.

The Buyer is entitied to withdraw from this contract if:

a) if the delay of the Seller with the delivery of the goods will be longer than 20 days from the

date of perfomance stipulated by this Contract,
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b) the delay of the Seller with the removal of the defect of the goods will be longer than 10

working days,

c) the seller goes into liquidation,

d) insolvency proceedings are Initiated against the seller.

The Seller is entitled to withdraw from the Contract if the Buyer's delay with payment of the

purchase price is longer than 60 days, even though the Buyer has been notified in writing by the

Seller of this delay.

The withdrawal must be made in writing and delivered to the other party. By withdrawing from the

contract the contract is cancelled on the date of the withdrawal.

Termination of this contract shall be without prejudice to the provisions of the contract relating to

daims for liability for damage, liability and contractual penalties, if they arose before the

terrninaiion of the contract, the provisions on protection of Information, or other provisions and

claims, the nature of which indicates that they should remain In force even after the termination

of this contract.

Ix.

Other stipulations

The seller, under the conditions specified by this contract, in compliance with the Instructions of

the buyer and while exercising all necessary professional are, undertakes to:

a) archive all written documents related to the implementation of the subject of this centr-ati and

to allow the buyer, at anytime during this period, to access these archived documents,

specifically until 31. 12. 2033, unless the Czech law stipulates a longer period for some of the

documents. The buyer has the right to obtain the above stated documents free of charge from

the seller after ten years from the completion of the Implementation of this contract.

b) allow all entities that are authorized to manage the project, whose finances are used for the

payment of the purchase price pursuant to this contract, to Inspect the documents rdated to

the implementation of this contract; furthermore, the seller is obliged, as the mandatory

person pursuant to Section 2, point e) of Act No. 320/2001 Coll., on Financial Control In Public

Administration, as amended, to participate In the finandal Inspection process, e.g. to allow

the OP WV control body to access also those parts of the offers, contracts and related

documents that are subject to promotion In mrdance with special legal regulations (for

ample, business secrets, dassified facts), with the stipulation that fire corresponding

requirements pursuant to the given legal regulations are fulfilled [particularly the stipulations

of Act No. 255/2012 Coll., on the Controls (Ccnbcl Code), as amended]; the seller Is obliged

to bind Its subcontractors In the corresponding contacts to allow the OP VW control body to

control the subcontractors in question in the same extent;

The Seller ls obliged to maintain confidentiality vis-a-vis third parties regarding all facts which It

teamed during the execution of this Contract and In connection with it and which are protected by

the relevant generally binding legal regulations (specially trade secrets, personal data, classified

Information) or which the Buyer declared confidential. The confidentiality obligation continues even

after the terrnlnation of this contract; The Seller undertakes to ensure these obligations are also

observed by all Its employees or other persons, which the Seller uses for the fulfilment of this

contract.

XI.

Common provisions

The Parties expressly declare that they do not wish for any rights and obligations to be inferred, in

addition to the express terms of this contract, from any existing or future practice established

between the Parties, or practices generally or in the industry relating to the subject matter of this

contract, unless expressly agreed othenNise in this contract. In addition to the above, the

contracting parties confirm that they are not aware of any business customs or practices so far

established between them.
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2. The Contacting Parties agree to exclude the application of the provisions of Section 557 of the

Civil Code that If a term is used which allows various interpretations, In the use of doubt It Is in

be interpreted to the detriment ofthe person who used the term first

3. Pursuant to the stipulations ofSection 1765 of the Civil Code, the seller should assume responsibility

for change In circumstances, particulariy In relation to a higher cost of the goods delivery pursuant

to this contract.

XII.

Final provisions

1. This Contact comes into force on the day of Its signing by both contactng parties and becomes

effective on the day of its publication In the Register of Contact: pursuant to Ad No. 340/2015

Coll. on the Register of Contacts. The publi-tion In the Oontad Register shall be made by the

Buyer In accordance with the law specified in the previous sentence.

2. Changes and amendments to this contad may only be made In writing, by numbered amendments

signed by both parties. If this contrad requires written form for any action, any eledronlc messages

will not be considered as written.

3. Rights and obligations not govemed by this contract shall be govemed by the laws of the Czech

Republic, In particular the Civil Code and Its relevant provlslors on the Purdiase contact.

4. Any disputes between the Pardes arising out of or related to the provisions of this contract shall

always be first settied amicably by mutual contact.

5. The Invalidity or ineffectiveness of any provision of this contad shall not Invalidate the entire

contract. The Contacting Parties undertake to replace, by mutual agreement, the invalid provision

by a provision corresponding to Its content of the purpose of the invalid/ineffedive provision.

6. The Seiler Is not entitled to asign its rights and obligations under this contact to a third party

without the Buyer's wrtuen consent.

7. This contad is made out In 3 munterparis of which the Buyer will receive afier signing two and

the Seiler one.

The Appendix No. 1 — Technical Specification, Is an Inteng part of the contract.

This contract contains a full agreement on the subject of the contract and all Its essentials, which

the contacting parties should and desire to agree on In this contact and which they consider

important for the obligatory character of this contact No representation of the Parties In the

negotiations of this contact or any statement made subsequent to the conclusion of this contact

shall be construed In contravention ofthe exprss provisions of this contad and shall not oonstitute

any obligation of any contacting party.

10. The Contacting Parties agree that they are aware of all legal consequem of this contact, agree

with all its provisions which they have read in detail, and attach their handwritten signatures of

their authorized representatives as to their free and tme will.

M19 G'dteborg, date d, i;- AOstrava, date

  VSB - Technici "niva-sily of Ostrava,

Faculty of Materials Science and —

Technology

prof. Ing. Jana Dobrovská, CSc.

Dean of the Faculty of Materials Science and

Technology
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Appendix 1 - Technical Specification

Technical specification

Fmeze granulation device

The subject of performance of the public contract is the supply of equipment for granulatlon of multi—

component powder materials (e.g. production of diamond tools, where the powder mixture contains

metal binder, synthetic diamonds, or graphite) and other substances by freezing and a freeze drying

device (lyophlllzator).

The prino'ple is based on spraying the powder suspension into liquid nitrogen, where immediate freezing

of the spray droplets and forming of granules taka place. Spraying of the suspension will be carried

out with nitrogen gas or air. Subsequentiy, the granules are dried by sublimation of "Ice" without any

segregation effect, i.e. drying takes place under vacuum by sublimation of water vapour from the frozen

sample.

This technology ensures creation of high quality granules with homogeneous distribution of all material

components and spherical shape, having excellent technological properties (fluidity, bulk density,

oompressibllity, slnterablllty, etc.). The granules may be moulded/compacted by compression in

matrices or Isostatic pressing, but are also very suitable for technologies such as extrusion, powder

injection moulding or additive manufacturing. The device is applicable in the field of ceramlm, powder

metallurgy, processing of nanornaterials, preparation of materials for the manufacture of diamond tools,

catalytic materials, biomaten'als, etc.

The subject of performance also includes transportation to the place of performance, execution of all

other activities conditional on the connection and putting into operation of the goods and demonstration

of its proper functioning (installation) and training of the operator of the device for at least 8 hours.

Manufacturer of the freeze granulation device PowderPro AB, Martin Christ

Gefrlertrodmungsanlagen GmbH

Exact type designation of the freeze granulation device: LS—2, Alpha 1-4 LSCplus

Number of pieces: 1 pc

The freeze granulation device must meet the following criteria:

Freeze granulatgr:

- Amount of dispensed suspension: min. 1,5 l/h

- Container with suspension mixer

— Spray nozzle

Pump

Compressed air pressure reducing vaives

- Spray chamber in combination with granule collector and mixer

e - n

Full compatibility with freeze granulator

— Condenser capacity: min. 3 kg

— Condenser power output: min 3 kg/24 h

Condenser temperature: 5 ~55 “C

Vacuum pump with adequate output: min. 2 m3/h, final vacuum: min. 2x10‘3 mbar
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Min. 5 pcs of aluminium heated shelves with a diameter of 200 mm (i 10%) with built-In

temperature sensor; the shelves must fit the lyophlllzer and be part of it

Shelf temperature control

Min. 5 pr: of 200 mm diameter stainless steel product trays (i 10%)

Stand/holder for min. 5 wireless heated shelves with diameter of 200 mm (:i: 10%), distance

between shelves min. 25 mm

Drying chamber allowing the placement of the stand with shelm

Solenoid valve for more precise pressure check and vacuum control

Motorized valve with vacuum-dosed actuator to control the valve flap between the ice condensatlon

chamber and the drying d1amber

Defrost function, product temperature measurement, pressure boost tat (transition from main

drying phase to final drying phase)

Other accessories: vacuum hoses incl. standard flanges ON 25/25 ISOKF, ouflet filter, seal
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